
Good oral hygiene is

essential to good

health. To safeguard

your health, Cavex

offers effective

solutions that

promote health

for everyone and

products that

seamlessly fit the

needs of modern

practices and

contemporary

patients around

the world.
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Cavex Rush Brushes are ready-to-use. Open the hygienic wrapping and

start brushing. No toothpaste is needed because the

brushes are coated with fresh-tasting toothpaste.

The small brush heads reach all parts of the

mouth and the soft, round bristles are safe

for the gums. In short, a toothbrush as

you would want your toothbrush at

home to be.

Rush Brush



Thanks to revolutionary technology, the Cavex Rush Brushes are invisibly

coated with toothpaste. The uniqueness of this technology is that, although

toothpaste is already applied to the brush, the Rush Brush retains its fresh and

attractive appearance.

The Cavex Rush Brush is manufactured with great care and hygienically wrap-

ped in sealable plastic bags. This maintains the high quality of the Cavex Rush

Brush and makes it suitable for use anytime and anywhere. The Cavex Rush

Brush has a fresh, minty taste that is not too predominant.

The Cavex Rush Brush has a small “round” brush head that can reach even the

most difficult parts of the mouth quite easily. The soft bristles and the rounded

bristle tips make the brush extremely gentle on gums and sensitive teeth. This

makes the Cavex Rush Brush extremely suitable for both adults and children.

For more information, please contact Cavex on +31 (0)23 530 77 00

or visit our website www.cavex.nl.

Cavex Holland BV 
P.O. Box 852
2003 RW Haarlem 
The Netherlands

T +31 23 530 77 00  
dental@cavex.nl 
www.cavex.nl

Pre-impregnated

with toothpaste

Hygienically

wrapped

Fresh taste

Safe, soft

brush
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Assortment:

HA090 Cavex Rush Brush, box of 100 brushes

Rush Brush
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